Competitionbook software

- Software is made to make the management of the competitions as easy as possible;
- It is easy to use, time and cost effective;
- Everything you need is included;
- Support is available.
- No need to use multiple programs for competition management

You will have all the information needed to run a successful event in one software
You need less staff to run the event - it saves your time and money
With Competitionbook You can:

- Create Your national and international competitions;
- Manage online registration to Your competitions.

You will have all the necessary information about federations, teams, athletes and other participants inserted with necessary comments by themselves during registration process;

Information that You have is inserted for You, it is correct, it is changeable if needed and You have a correct overview without entering data Yourself by hand.
You do not need to make multiple excel tables. Information is exportable to excel or pdf if you need it.
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With Competitionbook You can:

- **Manage accommodation**
  During registration, Your guests will insert their personal information and their arrival times and places, so it is easy to plan their transport. Your guests enter the info who stay together in one room, and what types of rooms are needed. This information is exportable to a file. You can send it to the hotels to have a correct rooming list with arrival and departure info. **No need to spend time on updating information, Your guests do it for You;**

The information about the cost is formed here and after choosing all the details and room types, the sum for accommodation is available.
With Competitionbook You can:

- Manage competition types and categories
  Team leaders register each athlete to the categories they will compete and fill in necessary information. You can join or divide categories and edit all the information as you like. The cost information of registration to the competitions is formed here;

- Create time schedules of the competition and publish online
  Add breaks, lunches, dinners and awarding ceremonies and update the information online. Print out if needed;

- Generate event timeline, competition lists and times for athletes and publish them online. Print out if needed.
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With Competitionbook You can:

- Create invoices for teams and federations
  Regarding to registration for accommodation and categories of competition, it is easy to generate pdf invoices and send them or print them if needed;

- Use judging section to give grades in the competitions
  All the grade and position information is available online for everybody. Everything can also be printed;

- Automatically generate and print out diplomas to the athletes using the personal information and grading information already in the system. Also print out certificates, accreditation cards and all You need using pre-designed templates. You do not have to do it manually. It saves time and avoids mistakes.
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With Competitionbook You can:

- Form clubs and teams under your federation. Add levels to the judges, coaches and athletes. Assign team leaders to manage necessary information;

- Use a live video feed option, to give an overview of the competition online; It makes it easy to follow the competition online and see the grades and positions of the athletes;

The audience watching the live feed from anywhere in the world could be big and gives an opportunity for advertising options during the breaks.
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Conclusion

- Competitionbook is a powerful tool that saves you time and money. It takes less effort to manage the event;
- You have all necessary information together in one place;
- Registration information is inserted by teams for you;
- Important things are automatically generated and available online;
- It is fast and easy;
- It is cost effective;
- It has live video feed option;

It simply works!

Detailed overview of the software and its functions will be sent to your email
Send additional questions to priit@kungfu.ee
Skype: priit.parve
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